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As a new Dane originating from a Muslim country, I keep an eye on the Danish politics as much as I can though 

I am not considering myself a politician. I am a constant customer of the News Desks of most TVs and more 

media. I have been writing about the right integration, internal and external policies that my new and second 

country should have followed in order to create an opportunity for me to play a role of bridge between my two 

worlds, the Moslem World and the Western/EU World. 

In my view, Denmark’s big political parties made terrible mistakes in such above named policies. I therefore 

suggested that all big parties should take a break from the Danish politics and that middle sized parties like the 

Conservative Party have to be given a chance for being tested instead of creating a new and multi-faith-multi-

race political party which should work for recreating a proper atmosphere for peace and cooperation between 

my two worlds. 

Politicians do not always tell why they do every thing they do. The reason the Danish politicians are currently 

harassing the Conservative Party leader and foreign minister is by 90% or more because of the party’s relatively 

polite diplomacy with the Moslem World in the interest of the entire globalized village. For instance, the party’s 

leader has recently advised against  publishing the controversial book which carried the unneeded but only 

trouble generating cartoons about the prophet Mohamed (pbuh). Many more examples could be given which all 

indicate the centrality of the Conservative Party, something which radical and unnecessarily gangster politicians, 

who mislead my tiny new land to play like a tiny-super-power in all global hot spots, do not like this since 

they suffer from the chronic diseases of racism, faith-phobia and guilt consciousness since they know of 

crude crimes they know of, better than others. Why are they fleeing with the country away from its regional 

and continental groups and blocks? 

I would suggest that all global-village-minded ethnic Danes and new Danes vote for the Conservative Party in 

the next elections and already change parties to give the party the courage to campaign for the premiership 

from the next elections. And in this connection, I can believe that the current party leader would have nothing 

against changing places with the conservative Justice minister, Mr. Barfod, in order to, I am being both serious 

and a bit witty/humorous, maintain gender balance as well as power balance in Denmark, since the ladies 

have already the royal palace, the Queen, and should avoid holding the premiership as well. 

Yes, Barfod appears to be a stable statesman though he is unluckily unable to understand the magnitude of the 

crimes that have been committed by the public technological pirates who operate freely in Denmark holding 

hostages in injected rooms of multi-malice for clowning, canning, sadistics, etc. as confirmed by Danish 

Police officials and politicians and for  producing provocation for export in order to make Denmark the 

terrorized and isolated black-sheep of the globalized village, all this happening the years the big parties, one 

after the other, messed with the Danish integration, internal and external policies. For instance, the erroneous 

integration policy of diverging younger generations from their parent generations by force/interference resulted 

in powerless broken families and thus Ghettos now to be demolished expensively and the wasted but other wise 

possible bridging between the nations of the incoming generations and Denmark, the younger generations’ 

second country. We therefore now need a change and we ought to test this central party, the Conservatives!!! 

For more of my opinions published in the net pages, you may google :”amiirdaldoon” and look forward to a 

meaningful debate in the common interests of the global village which needs contribution from each person 

until all citizens get equal rights to peace security, dignity, basic needs and we force  all pirates, technological 

and sea,  release all hostages in all parts of the world. 

  

 

 


